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Figure 1: A) A ceramics instructor labels personal time-tested glazes for her studio, B) a production ceramicist hangs a col-
lection of glaze keys that allow her reference and share her glaze and clay body combinations with others in her communal
studio; C) a ceramics engineer systematically fires variations of a glaze recipe for documentation and analysis.

ABSTRACT
The “material turn” in HCI has placed a renewed focus on informing
design from the relationships found in material-based interactions.
While several ethnographic works provide insight into how prac-
titioners converse with materials, it is less understood how these
conversations transform into a skilled practitioner’s relationship
with a material. We examine the material practice of glazing that
gives ceramics its decorative and functional characteristics and in-
volves fusing mixtures of silica, alumina, and flux onto a clay body
through kiln firing. This practice evolves over decades developing
from multiple trajectories including theoretical foundations, sys-
tematic experimentation, and happy accidents. This work describes
virtual site visits with six expert ceramicists and documents how
material knowledge is externalized in practice, teaching, and the
studio environment. We synthesize our findings into a framework
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to inform the design of material interactions that moves beyond dis-
crete and momentary material encounters towards lifelong material
epochs.
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1 INTRODUCTION
The “material turn” describes a transformation in how interaction
designers think about relations between physical and digital mate-
rials [31, 46]. This turn has placed a renewed focus on developing
a vocabulary around how physical and computational materials
are used in interaction design. Many of these approaches focus on
making salient the rich interactions of materials with each other
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(e.g.,making as correspondence [17], crafting proxies [40]), the re-
sponsiveness of materials under investigation (e.g., performativ-
ity [2]), or as part of the relationships with materials that arise
from engaging in a craft practice (e.g., making preciousness [42],
wayfaring [17]). For interaction designers, drawing from material
relationships is especially valuable for stimulating novel creative
connections [44] and allowing practitioners to work with new me-
dia, smart materials, and digital materials [45].

Over the course of a lifetime, a practitioner will interact thou-
sands of times with a material, finding new creative trajectories that
keep them sustained within their practice. This lifelong relation-
ship, which we term the material epoch, includes both extrinsic and
intrinsic motivators that cause a practitioner to engage with a mate-
rial, the creative choices taken or followed, and how these creative
outcomes inform future material encounters. Within communities
of practice, these relationships present themselves in practition-
ers with a lifetime of experience; understanding how to nurture
these relationships can be used to design creative technologies that
sustain and immerse newcomers in creative activity. Although the
tools and methods proposed by interaction designers focus on sup-
porting material interactions in the moment, opportunities exist
for understanding how creative technologies might help to develop
and evolve a practitioner’s relationship with a material.

This work acts as a step towards identifying the material epochs
of six expert ceramicists with 163 years of combined experience
in ceramic practice. Through a virtual contextual inquiry [3], we
observe and probe how an expert’s material relationship has been
developed and refined through the ways they work, set up their en-
vironment, capture, document, and store their findings, and transfer
material knowledge with each other. We place our focus on the
practice of glazing that gives ceramics its decorative and functional
characteristics. Glazing is rarely a deterministic activity; a glaze
can change dramatically from environmental phenomena (e.g., oxy-
gen level inside a kiln), its application technique (e.g., dipped), its
composition (e.g., oxide balance), or its placement on clay body ge-
ometries (e.g., textures). Nevertheless, the diversity and complexity
of glazing interactions exemplify a deep material relationship that
we aim to better understand.

Our site visits reveal a stark difference between the theory and
practice of how potters manipulate and use glazes and documents
the different ways material knowledge is generated and external-
ized in their studio environments. We synthesize our findings into
a framework that describes how creative activity with material
interactions is elicited, the formal dimensions that ceramicists nav-
igate, and the way that intermediary and finished artifacts alter
a practitioner’s relationship with the material. Lastly, we provide
recommendations for how creativity support tools can provoke
creative activity, how material knowledge can be developed, and
how choosing not to externalize material knowledge has value in
supporting curiosity and exploration.

2 RELATEDWORK
Material-based inquiry is an active research area explored by mak-
ers and designers with a special focus on the digital fabrication and
smart material communities. We describe studies around material
practices, externalizing material knowledge, and ceramics.

2.1 Investigating Material Practices
Within HCI, studies of making and craft have been used to motivate
the design of domain-specific tools. Maudet et al. [24] investigated
how professional graphic designers create and structure layouts for
digital and print media; their observations revealed that the “grid”
only represented a small subset of the strategies used by designers
and presented a framework capturing these strategies to motivate
the design of layout tools. Our work leverages a similar method-
ology to construct a framework for supporting creativity support
tools in material practices. Other ethnographic works have focused
on understanding technological frictions with materials. Rosner
et al. [33] presented findings from ethnographic interviews with
six ceramicists to understand their material relationships with clay
and obstacles in integrating clay with technology; this work further
explores these relationships in artist-researcher collaborations by
embedding electronics and audio signatures into clay forms. Zheng
et al. [49] engaged in a co-design research approach between an in-
teraction designer and ceramic artist to navigate tensions between
craft and design processes in creating an interactive lamp. We build
on these endeavors by examining how technology might support
time-tested practices such as glazing that have mature material
relationships.

Several methods have been proposed for identifying and cap-
turing tacit knowledge in complex craft domains. Wood et al. [47]
described the use of an expert learner to serve as an intermediary
between the novice and expert, capturing tacit knowledge before
it can be internalized. Tacit knowledge has also been examined
through video analysis of master ceramicists in China and Tai-
wan [13], using contextual inquiry to document failure-mitigation
strategies in ceramics [39], through blindfolding artist-researchers
to enhance tactile sensitivity and awareness [14], through reflect-
ing on electromyography (EMG) readings taken while throwing
pots [23], and in observing skill transfer of novices learning to
throw pots using book, web, and video tutorials [10].

Rosner [32] leveraged participant observation during a three-
month bookbinding apprenticeship and proposed a broader defi-
nition of collaborative work that includes interactions among ma-
terials, people, and workspaces. The emphasis of human and non-
human actors in creative process has been further explored in
conceptualizing Internet of Things technologies [22], extending
3D printing practices to highlight material indeterminacy and re-
sistance, and foregrounding a material’s life history to promote
sustainable design [8]. We build on this body of work by examin-
ing the material relationships of master ceramicists across diverse
ceramic practices; we leverage these insights to inform how technol-
ogy may better externalize tacit information in material practices.

2.2 Externalizing Tacit Knowledge
Externalizing tacit information has had traction within the tan-
gible computing community. Khairuddin et al. [19] developed a
tangible kit for communicating the intricacies and infrastructures
of blockchain technologies through material affordances. Others
within the design community have begun developing toolkits that
aim to improve or transfer material knowledge. Murer [26] pro-
posed a framework for designing un-crafting activities that build
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Art Therapist - Expert Amateur

Uses commercial glazes; 
formal training in ceramics. 

Production/

Studio Potter

Hobbyist 
Ceramicist

Ceramic Practice Background

Studio potter. Teaches studio 
classes only to advance students. 
Donates his work to galleries to 
support the community and 
increase engagement.

Functional production potter. 

Production potter; teaches 
studio classes.


Seneca F 34 12

Ruth F 70 30

Edison M 72 51

Leila F 49 30

Personal at-home studio. 
Occasional sales through 
Facebook Marketplace.

Site

Personal studio; uses 
sensor-retrofitted kiln. 

Studio within a ceramics collective 
with 20 other ceramic artists.

Ceramics storefront and 
personal studio in backroom.


Instructor of college-level 
ceramics course.



Ceramic 

Engineer

Systematic documentation with 
professional photo rig. Runs 
online glaze workshop.

Paul M 36 20

Jackson M 43 20

College instruction ceramics 
classroom.

Glazing lab with chemical 
benches.

Informants (Gender | Age | Experience)

Table 1: Informant Backgrounds, Sites, and Practices. Pseudonyms are used to maintain informant confidentiality.

knowledge through decomposition of materials that place a ma-
terial under inspection (inquiry), explore variations of that mate-
rials (exploration), show the material in context (exposition), and
attempting new material compositions from previous activities (in-
spiration). Wood et al. [48] proposed bridging the expert-novice
gap through a destructive analysis of practice to extract and capture
principles before they are internalized through practice.

Others have explored how external documentation connects
with learning processes. Chen et al. [5] used a journey map design
probe to have students chart different documentation practices
throughout course projects to better understand values placed on
documentation. Torrey et al. [41] examined documentation prac-
tices of computer and electronic hobbyists, revealing a dual pur-
pose in both documenting processes and broadcasting a maker’s
expertise. Our work builds on further identifying how knowledge
is internalized or documented over time, especially to refine and
expand on personal practice.

2.3 Technology in Ceramics Practices
Within ceramics, research has focused on connecting emerging
technology to more traditional craft practices. Several studies have
examined collaboration with artisans to understand how computer
numerical controlled (CNC) tools would be appropriated by craft
practices in art furniture production [4] and ceramic [34] practices.
Other work has explored digital fabrication processes to enhance or
extend ceramic practices. Zoran et al. [50] reconstructed a broken
ceramics object with 3D-printed elements exploring how unique-
ness could be reimbued to an artifact through destruction and
restoration. Dick et al. [9] described a technique for controlling
the cracking of glaze, or crazing, by identifying the relationship
between surface treatment and glaze thickness; we include similar
ceramic research strategies when interviewing ceramic engineers
in our contextual inquiry.

Ceramics practices often keep track of glazing recipes through
physical test tiles. Within ceramics research, the Ceramics Color
Database aims to make available the 300,000 test pieces of AIST
Japan, but the curation and entry of these tiles into a virtual data-
base has stifled efforts, with only 4K openly available [37]. In 2020,
community-driven efforts led to the recent creation and adoption
of Glazy.org [1], an open platform for sharing and analyzing over
6.8K ceramics recipes (at the time of writing).

3 METHODOLOGY
To better understand a complex task like glazing, we leveraged the
expertise of ceramicists with decades of glazing experience. Because
material relationships rely heavily on tacit knowledge, it is crucial
to study user-material interactions in the moment or space that
they are used in. We elected to conduct a rapid design ethnography
using contextual inquiry [3, 25]. Using contextual inquiry enabled
us to achieve an interactive [25] and in-depth observation [35] from
users in their natural studio–workshop setup.

3.1 Participant Recruitment and Selection
We conducted site visits with 6 ceramic artists (3 male, 3 female),
ages 34 to 72, with an average of 27 ± 5 years of experience. In-
formants were recruited initially through local ceramic listservs
followed by snowball recruiting. Participants were pre-screened
using a questionnaire to assess for expertise and to confirm that
participants had access to a studio. A summary of each informant’s
background and experience is depicted in Table 1; informants came
from diverse fields of ceramics (Table 1) including an art therapist
and hobbyist potter, functional studio and production ceramicists,
studio and college instructors, storefront owners and communal
potters, and ceramic engineers. All informants had formal degrees
in ceramics. Although we were unable to recruit informants from a
purely artistic practice, all informants had produced artistic work
(e.g., for gallery exhibition) at some point in their careers. Because
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Figure 2: Material Knowledge Creation and Refinement We organize these factors based on a practitioner’s access to tools,
materials, or knowledge needed to engage with each factor.

of the virtual nature of the contextual inquiry, our final informant
pool was all US-based and covered a large part of the United States
cultural geography (e.g., East, West, South, Midwest). Some infor-
mants had experience with artist-in-residence programs abroad in
Asia and Europe.

3.2 Procedure
Five informants participated in an hour-long virtual site visit using
Zoom (during the COVID-19 pandemic), and one informant was
interviewed in person at their collective-based studio (before the
COVID-19 pandemic). Informants were compensated at a rate of
$25/hr. To maintain the benefits of a site visit, participants were
asked to use their phones and their rear-facing camera during the
virtual visit. Although the research team was familiar with many
glaze practices, we were careful to frame ourselves as ceramics
beginners to maintain a master-apprentice relationship with infor-
mants. To better empathize and understand the glazing practices
described and gauge areas to probe, the paper authors engaged
in replicating glazing strategies in a clay studio. Notes were col-
lected for each visit, and screen recordings were audio transcribed;
screenshots were extracted from video to form photo logs. Infor-
mants were asked to show and walkthrough artifacts, processes, or
workspaces that were referenced when answering our questions.
We probed specifically on their glazing process, documentation,
use of technology, storage system, and sharing culture within their
community of practice.

Our final dataset included 5.5 hours of video/audio data from 6
informants, 165 extracted and annotated screenshots, and 37 pages
of audio transcripts and notes. We followed up with informants in
situations where we needed a clearer image, needed to disambiguate
one of the transcript items, or to ask for clarification on a concept
or process discussed. Two paper authors with background ceramics
knowledge conducted a thematic analysis [6], each independently
iteratively applying and developing inductive codes to the dataset
of transcripts and annotated screenshots. The generated memos
were discussed and refined until a Cohen’s kappa greater than 0.9
was achieved. We then clustered memos until salient themes were
conceptualized and report our findings in the following section.

4 GLAZE MATERIAL RELATIONSHIPS
To structure the discussion of our results and provide a design frame-
work for developing deeper material relationships, we grouped
themes identified through our contextual inquiry into one of three

categories: (1) factors that drive creative choices (Provocations),
(2) dimensions that a practitioner navigates during a creative pro-
cess (Wayfaring Dimensions), and (3) strategies uses to engage in
creative sensemaking (Sensemaking). This categorization is used
to describe how the different roles of the materials, tools, and en-
vironments influence a practitioner’s creative activity (Figure 2).
The different trajectories from provocation to sensemaking serve to
represent how a creativity support tool can engage or sustain a user
in material inquiry. While constructed from the glaze-practitioner
relationships encountered in our contextual inquiry, many of these
trajectories are portable to interactions with digital and physical
materials discussed in Section 5. To protect the confidentiality of
our informants, we present our observations using pseudonyms.

Ceramics Terminology. In our descriptions, we elected to retain
technical ceramic terminology to maintain focus on our observa-
tions. We define only the necessary terminologies needed to under-
stand the context behind our informant’s quotes: Foremost, when
a practitioner creates a ceramic artifact, they first form the artifact
from unfired clay. Clay has a variety of compositions known as clay
bodies. Once a clay body has been shaped into a form, it is then
shelf dried in a controlled environment or it can be reconstituted
with water back into a malleable clay. Once dried, a piece goes
through an initial bisque firing which turns it permanently into
a ceramic. Ceramicist use a temperature scale with a unit cone,
abbreviated ∆, ranging from ∆ 08 (955C or 1751F) used for bisque
firing to ∆ 10 (1305°C or 2381°F) for porcelain clay bodies. In this
state, the ceramic is highly absorbent (since all water in the clay
was removed during the firing) and has a microstructure similar
to a sponge. Ceramicists then apply paint-like glazes, which are
either hand-mixed from chemicals or bought from commercial man-
ufacturers and applied through a variety of application techniques
including dipping, brushing, and spraying. Many glazes contain
large amounts of silica, which during the final firing vitrifies and
gives ceramics their glossy glass-like appearance and their func-
tional impermeability to liquids. Every clay and every glaze behaves
differently based on its firing schedule, or the changes in temper-
ature from heating to cooling that occur over several hours.

4.1 Provocations
In contrast to anthropocentric terms like inspiration, the term provo-
cation is used to describe the intrinsic or extrinsic motivators that
drive a practitioner to engage in creative activity – in this particu-
lar context, the stage before a glaze is conceptualized or decided
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upon. Many of these motivators materialized as boundary objects,
or physical objects used to transfer knowledge and underscores the
force that non-human actors like materials, tools, and the environ-
ment have on creative decision-making. We present these actors
by their saliency in influencing creative decision-making.

4.1.1 Environmental Drivers. Environmental drivers, or the se-
lection of a glaze influenced by a practitioner’s surroundings, al-
tered how our informants chose which glazes to use and maintain
in their spaces. These environmental actors were actively controlled
by the ceramicists in the arrangement of artifacts in their studios.

Several informants sampled, or drew directly from elements in
their physical environment. Edison and Seneca both described the
purposeful placement of their studios next to nature. For Paul, par-
ticipating in artist-in-residence programs around the world served
as a means of defamiliarizing his environment.

Paul [my process] changes so much with time like an ongoing
revolution ... I was in Japan last year doing an artist-in-residence
and the chemicals and recipes were so different.

For production potters, their environmentswere actively constructed
to serve as galleries of finished artifacts they had produced over
the years that could be readily referenced and shared (Figure 3 A).

Ruth Every time I have a glaze class, I go [to my studio’s store],
grab a finished sample of every combination of glazes I have
and put it [in front of my class] and label them. [My students]
can . . . see what a finished piece will look like.

Figure 3: A) Ruth’s storefront serves as a gallery of glazing
techniques and choices for her students, B) Edison’s Raku
firedmugs are glazed using the ashes of combustible materi-
als; ashes are removed fromamug (left) to reveal permanent
coloring (right).

In addition to galleries of finished artifacts, our informants also
curated intermediate artifacts in their studios. As part of a production-
centered practice, Ruth worked in large batches which required her
to maintain an inventory of large buckets of glaze that she kept
within hand’s reach (Figure 1A). Leila, who similarly worked in
batches, kept a pegboard of all the active clay bodies and glaze com-
binations as small keychain tokens that she would use to compare
and contrast different glaze colors (Figure 1B).

Since sampling draws from the immediate environment, this
method benefits from a shifting environment such as within com-
munal studios or during prolific periods of activity. For a newcomer,
the shared studio is central to this mode of engaging in creative
activity; however, each gallery "system" was controlled by the orig-
inal maker, limiting their value to outsiders. While all the studios
we encountered encouraged collaboration, accessing information
through sampling was dependent on having access to the original
maker of the artifact.

Social transfer, or informing creative decisions from a prac-
titioner’s social environment, was prominent in how production
potters and instructors elected glazes. Informants reported being
influenced by current trends on their ceramics Facebook group, in-
person community suggestions, word of mouth from their peers, or
direct requests from students or customers. For production potter
Ruth, the shifts in her store’s inventory shaped her decisions, regu-
larly accepting customer suggestions that did not fit her personal
aesthetic.

Social transfer was a glaze election method that was actively
resisted by our informants, often coupled with a feeling of “giving
in” to someone else’s personal preference:

Paul If there is a glaze that I do not like, or I do not think is
working that well, or if I get a lot of requests from students
telling me they really want a green glaze and we do not have a
green glaze, only then will I add one.

Leila I don’t do a lot of custom orders either. I’ll do orders
for people who [want my glaze design on a different clay form].
I can do that, but I’m not going to do something that’s like,
“well, I like this design, but I wish it was green.”

As an expert amateur, Seneca did not produce enough ceramic
work to warrant mixing her own glazes; instead, she found value
from community suggestions by her local ceramic supply ven-
dor; for many of our informants, these storefronts were a ma-
jor source of how information is disseminated within the ceram-
ics community. For ceramicists from research backgrounds, open-
endedness community requests drove them to test under-explored
glaze chemistries.

While social transfer is an artifact of how a practice is situated
as an economy, we found that it had the most value when it origi-
nated from within the community of practice [11]. All ceramicists
reported being active contributors and consumers of Facebook
groups; these communities were important for practitioners to ex-
pand their creative inquiry and gain a sense of belonging. This form
of glaze provocation leveraged the social mechanisms that are a
part of legitimate peripheral participation [21], allowing newcom-
ers to gain entry as hobbyists and gradually identify with the larger
ceramics community.

4.1.2 Process Drivers. Although informants followed different
creative processes, each process formalized how creative decisions
were made, providing structure to their creative exploration.Mate-
rial drivers, which many ceramicists followed as a result of their
academic studies, motivated them to allow different material expres-
sions to highlight a glaze’s chemical or reactive properties. Navigat-
ing this design space of effects evolved as new glaze formulations
were introduced into their practices. Certain glazes require special
treatments and handling in order to achieve the desired outcome,
which inadvertently affects other decisions. For ceramic engineer
Paul, his creative inquiry focused on purposefully leveraging the
typically unintended effects of glaze to crack or crystallize.

Paul [Crystalline glaze] is a very specific technique and glaze
that works best on certain surfaces and certain forms. I will
specifically design a form with that glaze in mind.

While typical glaze processes require several hours of firing,
some glazing practices are designed to foreground these material
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actors and provide immediate results. Studio potter Edison and his
students actively engaged in Raku glazing, a firing technique where
rather than waiting for a kiln to cool, ceramic pieces are removed
while hot and enveloped in combustible materials that produce
unexpected colorings on the ceramic surface (e.g., banana peels,
hair, eggshells, bacon, wire) (Figure 3 B).

Figure 4: Ruth’s recipe box contains glaze recipe cards main-
tained over a few decades – the cards are hand-written and
updated occasionally. ‘Bad’ recipes are destroyed.

All informants valued replication of established glaze recipes
for driving their creative inquiry, especially since they could engage
with a glaze without “going into the science of it”. Recipes were
the primary method of transferring glaze knowledge. Although
prescribed, our informants felt they were more “in control over
every aspect of their process” when working from dry chemicals
in contrast to buying manufactured glazes. These recipes had been
shared for years among the different studios, peers, and resources
they had encountered in their personal practice (Figure 4 B).

Others, like Jackson, who runs a popular glaze chemistry work-
shop, regularly engaged in systematic experimentation, or fol-
lowing a plan or procedure to motivate decisions of what is made,
how it is observed, and the ways that it is documented. Following
a systematic plan allowed Jackson to engage prolifically in creating
novel glazing effects and a wide social media following. Notably,
engaging in this process minimized the need to reflect on success
and failure:

Jackson For us, it is more about trying to figure out the pa-
rameters of any glaze . . . we do not put any expectations on
the result, we just want to see what happens when we cover
our chemical bases and look with a systematic parameter, so if
we see something that is of interest we take that and refine it
and do it again.

For ceramists that primarily engaged in experimental practices,
our informants described a sense of pride and ownership inter-
twined with making a glaze from scratch. The offloading of creative
decisions to process was beneficial in engaging in a prolific practice
that provided more opportunities for sensemaking.

4.1.3 Theory-Driven. Lastly, theoretical drivers arose outside of
the context of making. Most common was the need to consider
function, specifically whether a ceramic would serve an artistic or
decorative role (e.g., a sculpture, matte or glossy finish), a functional
use (e.g., a food-safe mug), or something in between (e.g., a deco-
rative vase that holds water). Rarely was the process of satisficing
function straightforward, requiring complicated and meticulous
thinking:

Seneca If it is a piece that people are going to touch a lot, like
a mug, the glossy just feels a little better. If it is something
that is more of a display or sculpture, I like the matte since it
looks really cool because it looks store-bought Pier One. I need
to figure out the function before I go into color.

Selecting a glaze from its functional required practitioners to “live”
with their object and understand how that object transformed over
time. This formed a deeper relationship with the material that
extended past its making or form-giving state and considered the
artifact’s life cycle. For instance, taking into account where the
object failed (e.g., dishwasher, fingerprints), where it thrived (e.g.,
as a spectacle of an object), and how it changed over time (e.g.,
cultural moments, fads). Extending a material relationship based
on function required our informants to become active and varied
users of their artifacts.

4.2 Wayfaring Dimensions
From the initial clay form to the final glaze firing, various formal
properties play a role in the final outcome of a ceramic piece. We
identified the properties that our informant ceramicists consider
when glazing and leverage Ingold’s wayfaring to describe an “in-
tuition of action” where practitioners use past experiences (e.g.,
recovering from errors, mistakes, and failures) to sense actions of
resistance or opportunity so as to navigate the possible forms of
a material [17]. We consider both material interactions with each
other, with the way they are applied and handled, and the ways in
which kiln-firing transforms them into iconic ceramic artifacts.

Figure 5: a) An annotated sketch used by Paul’s students to
plan their glazing process. The sketch denotes the ordering
of steps, methods of application, and glaze names; b) the
same glaze (AMACO TP-20) is applied using a brush to a
textured stoneware clay body (top) and an earthenware clay
body (bottom), producing different visual effects.
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4.2.1 Clay Body and Firing Condition. A clay body refers to
the type of clay being used (e.g., earthenware, stoneware, or porce-
lain). Each clay body and each glaze requires specific firing condi-
tions, which must match to create a functional piece. Aside from
the technical firing collisions, glazes will look and feel different
depending on the clay body (Figure 5 B). For Seneca, choosing
her clay body was based on its ability to highlight a desired glaze
characteristic.

Each clay is influenced by a variety of firing conditions in-
cluding the cone fire, heating cycles, and kiln type (gas, electrical,
salt, wood), weather, levels of oxygen, or distribution of thermal
mass within a kiln. These firing conditions are especially important
to glaze-clay body interactions since some glazes exhibit different
properties at different firing conditions (e.g., running, expressing
different colors, crystalizing, cracking, or crazing) (Figure 6 B). As
Paul describes, “wood firing [creates] ash that flys around the kiln
and attaches itself to the clay, and creates its own glaze” (Figure
3 B). Many of our informants assign designated firing conditions
based on the final functionality of the piece.

Due to the cost of firing, many ceramicists batch ceramic ar-
tifacts to fire at once. Gas kilns, due to their size and price, are
mostly limited to formal studio spaces, while electric kilns are more
portable to home studios. Being able to experiment with diverse
methods of firing is one of the shared experiences amongst our
informants, which they explained drives the widest range of glaze
expressions. For new students, access to these facilities remains
a challenge and limits their ability to experientially develop this
knowledge. Although this information can be accessed from writ-
ten or video resources, subtle details like the behavior of everyday
organic materials remain largely an exploratory practice.

Figure 6: a) Seneca uses a masking technique to apply a
black glaze over a yellow underglaze - the mask is burned
away during firing, b) a Unity Molecular Formula (UMF)
stull chart is used by Jackson to explore variations of an iri-
descent gold glaze.

4.2.2 Glaze Application. A central glazing design space is con-
trolled by how the glaze is applied onto the clay body and includes
techniques such as pouring, dipping, brushing, and spraying. These
techniques are often combined, or several are used on a single
ceramic artifact but remains a tacit skill to replicate:

Seneca The [hardest part of keeping track of a glaze] is finding
out how the glaze was applied. If I paint with a paintbrush, the
glaze can look very different than if I had poured it on or dipped

it into a big bucket. It would be helpful if an artist could say
[specify in a digital record] – I poured that glaze “very” thick
to get the results.

Some practitioners use novel application methods developed as a
result of their personal practice. As a modernist designer, Leila uses
a needle-tipped applicator bottle and a catch-all plate to “sketch”
her glaze design on her pieces. For Seneca, her sketchbook drawings
are transferred to her designs using a “sticker” masking technique
which is burned away during firing (Figure 6 A).

Glaze location coupled with the effects of gravity and texture
was an important factor in controlling how different glazes behaved.
Several ceramicists intentionally used the location on a form to
leverage a glaze’s propensity to run. While often a negative effect
(i.e., leading to a glaze running down and fusing to a kiln shelf), it
was sometimes used to mend and fuse broken pieces or applied on
the inside walls of containers. Grassroots innovations have become
privy to the running glaze error; Jackson regularly uses popsicle-
shaped test keys (Figure 1 C) designed to catch glaze runoff and
prevent possible fusion problems. When running over textures,
glazes will thin and reveal features of a texture – this technique
required careful planning to achieve a desirable outcome. As Edison
describes, “If I am doing a lot of texture, I want a glaze that will
enhance the texture. Not take away from it.”

4.2.3 Glaze Chemistry. Glaze chemistries are used similarly to
a cooking recipe, composed of ingredients containing silica, flux,
and oxides. The chemistries have a tight link to firing conditions
– factors such as color, thermal expansion, melting temperatures,
hardness are dependent on the specific amounts of oxides within a
glaze. Jackson, a glaze researcher, regularly studies these relation-
ships to uncover new glazes (Figure 6B).

Jackson We were looking at some of the variables that control
that gold color. Some [of these iterations] have more gold, but
the gold dissipates as we move through different chemistries.
We’re seeing if it gets more intense or less intense and figuring
out what those overall defining parameters are.

Glaze chemistries were used to gain a scientific understanding of
the material. Edison and Jackson both controlled their kiln and
studio environments and isolated the specific glaze ingredients that
affected a target glaze expression. Others like Seneca and Ruth took
a more experiential approach to unlock new glazes. Both groups
learned to predict and anticipate a glaze’s behavior through study-
ing its chemistry. Because of the many different parameters, firing
conditions, and material interactions, theoretical discussions were
limited compared to the larger space of glaze wayfaring dimensions.

4.3 Sensemaking Strategies
Unlike raw clay that can be reconstituted and reused, firing clay
transforms it permanently into a ceramic. Without being able to re-
cover the ceramic, our informants developed different sensemaking
strategies to be able to extract new information on creative trajecto-
ries to follow, avoid, or overcome. We describe these sensemaking
strategies in the context of our informant’s personal practice and
their teaching practice.

4.3.1 Serendipity. Race et al. [30] describe serendipity as “the
happy accident of discovery” that is more than just blind luck, but a
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phenomenon that can be influenced and cultivated through actively
searching for serendipitous opportunities. These sites for serendip-
ity arose naturally from the unpredictable and temperamental act
of glazing. For all of our informants, this unpredictable quality in
ceramics was openly accepted and cherished part of ceramics work,
especially when coupled with the anticipation from leaving a glazed
object overnight to fire followed by the great reveal from opening
a kiln. While ceramicists developed more control and knowledge
of how glazes react over time, they still maintain elements of their
practice open for serendipity. Edison, with more than 51 years of ex-
perimenting in ceramic and glaze chemistry, found value in ceding
control to the glaze:

Edison I made these pitchers [two different colored regions
separated by a line] using the texture of the pot itself. I can
[control] the two colors, but I let the line overlap for the glaze
to do its magic. That part [the line] I cannot control, because
when they bleed, you can only control so much . . . that’s the
fun part about it.

Across all informants, we found a common practice of collect-
ing leftover glazes in a common container. This “mystery glaze”
acted as a functional way to reduce waste and also established an
opportunity to allow for unexpected results. Sometimes, the mys-
tery glaze would produce “a really beautiful glaze” (Paul), while for
others, it would “eventually arrive at some sort of green”(Seneca).
Notably, the contents of a mystery glaze were never documented
and contributed a playful role in shared studios. Serendipity was
used by ceramicists to add excitement and wonder to their work.
While this form of sensemaking is more difficult to be used to re-
fine the understanding of wayfaring dimensions, it instead invited
practitioners to encounter new unknowns and seed future material
investigations that further develop their material relationships.

4.3.2 Trial and Error. Trial and error refer to a mode of problem-
solving where a person learns by trying new strategies and com-
binations and rejecting errors until an adequate solution is found.
We encountered this behavior resulted in a lack of external docu-
mentation amongst our informants; instead, practitioners relied on
their ability to remember their choices, processes, and outcomes.
This lack of documentation worked well in their personal practices,
where they were able to “complete an idea” by iteratively adjusting
glaze recipes or processes. However, within the ceramics classroom,
our informants regularly encouraged their students to create glaze
keys, or sacrificial tiles used to test out a glaze (Figure 7). While
only Leila actively used this strategy in her personal practice, others
like Edison found the act of documenting glaze tiles futile since the
record depended on a reliable and consistent source of materials.
Glaze chemicals, especially colorants, are derived from mining sites
which were liable to change over the years. While glazed and fired
artifacts also served as a type of glaze key, our informants rarely
referred to these records to make sense of their glazing results.

Ruth I remember it by heart. I can even tell [what my students]
use. I tell them to write it down, but they never do.

This form of sensemaking often resulted in our informants be-
coming the gatekeepers of information; their reliance on their per-
sonal memory often led to common “errors” being accepted as a
natural part of doing ceramics.

Edison This piece is double-dipped in different glazes - here you
see the overlap of one Shino glaze with another Shino glaze. You
could keep them separate, but it’s more like an artist when they
are painting — you understand that two colors will react, you
remember that, and store it in your brain. But the mistake [i.e.,
accidentally overlapping colors] will occur again from stupid
mistakes. Sometimes it is a mistake, while other times I like
the mistake and do it again.

Sensemaking through trial-and-error was a common strategy for
informants that taught introductory classes, encouraging students
to make many samples or drive their glaze selection from personal
interest served as a method of developing a practice that allowed
them to regularly interact with glazes and build their understanding
of the material.

This learning strategy was predicated on the lack of utility in
external documentation, which in turn supported uninterrupted
workflows with more continuous and frequent interactions with
glazes. While glaze keys were an acknowledged “best practice”,
the reality for these experienced ceramicists was to leverage their
memory for bookkeeping. Occasionally they used fired scraps or
finished pieces as boundary objects for instruction, but rarely for
their own personal practice. Errors that resulted from lapses in
memory were reframed as sites for serendipity.

Figure 7: a) A bucket of scrap pieces in a university ceramic
studio, ready for students to use for glaze testing; b) test tiles
are screwed to the bottom of the shelf as a permanent record
in the studio.

4.3.3 Indexical Records. Our informants generated a variety of
temporary records, ranging from composition book sketches and
notes, annotations on recipe cards, and collections of glaze keys.
However, this class of records was rarely referenced. We draw from
the concept of indexicality in photography to describe this behavior
- the record served primarily to capture a moment in time and to
attest to its occurrence [15]. In Paul’s classroom, students made
keys from scrap pieces and labeled the bottom of their keys with
their initials and an identifying number (Figure 7 A), but these keys
would often remain abandoned or misplaced over time. Using glaze
keys in the studio requiredmaking them permanent fixtures, such as
Paul screwing keys alongside glazes on a storage shelf to guarantee
their safety and availability (Figure 7B). Others like Seneca would
use the temporary intention of glaze keys and misfired objects to
attend to the emotional labor of ceramics work, accumulating them
in a bucket and, over time, breaking them on stressful days.
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Rather than being used to directly maintain information, in-
dexical records served primarily as a memory aid. This type of
sensemaking benefits from creating artifacts that are able to trigger
and recreate memories of processes and outcomes. For our infor-
mants, their recollection of these artifacts is reinforced by repetition,
which places a newcomer at a disadvantage. While some efforts
within the ceramics community aim to standardize the ways that in-
formation is recorded (e.g., glazy.org), indexical records remain the
most pragmatic method that material relationships are developed.

4.3.4 Rigorous Records. While indexical records were abundant
in the studio, some informants began to develop rigorous records of
their experiments, treating every fired piece as a point of reference
to guide future glazing iterations.

Physical records, like glaze keys, are difficult to document since
writing or labeling them directly is cumbersome, usually through an
underglaze pencil or texture stamp. For Leila, these marks detract
from the aesthetic value of an object. She instead used a textured
pattern to pair a sacrificial key with a finished artifact and encode
the key with pertinent information. In her communal studio, she
regularly created many glaze keys to gift to other potters. She would
display her collection prominently in her studio and often use it to
drive her design decisions (Figure 1B).

Leila I’ll be making something a year from now, and [remember
that] I tested that already. I’ll dig through my test tiles, and I’ll
find the test tile. I’ll [use it to figure out if] it worked or didn’t
work [against] what is in my mind ...

Computational technologies in the pottery studio were differ-
ent in nature from the material they work with; however, adding
technology into those spaces was not a foreign endeavor but was
consistently found to be incompatible with physical workflows.

Jackson Our assistants have a hard time tracking what they
have done on the monitor. We decided to stick with paper be-
cause you literally just cross off and know what was completed

All acknowledged the difficulties of dust and clay in maintaining
these technologies and the need for reliability in retrieving infor-
mation as needed.

Jackson Dust is continuously a problem. We have monitors
and mice in hidden workstations around there, and we have
equipment that uses computers, but the dust is the real issue.

Our informants developed workflows for overcoming these chal-
lenges, leveraging digital record-keeping forms like Excel-based
documents or PowerPoint presentations (Figure 8); these records
were often used to discover relationships between formal properties,
plotting relevant data into charts, and computing stoichiometric
calculations using the Unity Molecular Formula (UMF), or Stull
chart, which have become the standard method of understanding
glaze behaviors through community-driven recipe repositories like
glazy.org [1]. This method of documentation was most commonly
used by informants that engaged with glaze chemistries or whose
glaze decisions were driven by systematic experimentation. More
experimental practitioners like Edison aimed to rigorously control
the firing condition, for example, by retrofitting his kiln with
sensors to document temperature, oxygen level, humidity, and
other environmental factors. This documentation empowers him to

Figure 8: PowerPoint slides are used to communicate Jack-
son’s parametric exploration through several batches of a
manganese metallic glaze recipe.

gain more control over his process and eventually gather enough
data to automate this stage.

Jackson prioritized maintaining the veracity of his records using
a combination of digital documents (a photo rig and color correction
routine) and physical documents (bagging, labeling, and storing all
test tiles). This meticulous record-keeping system evolved through-
out Jackson’s practice: he found that previously arranging records
by color, author, or other formal property never functioned well
for retrieving information – instead, his current system simply an-
notated records by time; this allowed the batches of his systematic
experiments to stored in the same bin. He found that he could more
readily recall the events and creative inquiries that were occurring
during different months across multiple years.

While glaze recipe repositories aim to enable grassroots contri-
butions to advance the space of glaze expressions, we found that
the idea of a “rigorous record” carried different meanings across
practitioners. For example, Jackson was cautious of using other
ceramicist’s results due to potential and uncontrollable deviations
in how the glaze was prepared or from the differences in the firing
environments between two potters. The shareability of records re-
mains conditioned on a practitioner’s trust in a similar environment,
process, and background of other ceramicists.

5 RECOMMENDATIONS FOR DESIGN
Although synthesized from a domain-specific practice, the material
relationships we encountered from studying glaze relationships can
offer insights on how interaction designers can support other mate-
rial practices that carry similar economies of time (e.g., awaiting a
day-long print from when 3D printing thermoplastics, waiting for
silicone and resins to cure, or growing biomaterials like mycelium)
or complexities of material expression (e.g., the breath of surface ex-
pressions from dyeing, perforating, engraving, or carving leather).
In practices with week-long and centralized workflows like ce-
ramics, the difficulty of engaging with a material becomes more
pronounced. These insights can specifically address how creativity
support tools can sustain a practitioner in practice that would oth-
erwise require a formal apprenticeship or intrinsically motivated
years of practice [18].
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The glaze epoch, a term we use to refer to the lifelong relation-
ships with materials that have formed from those years of practice,
revealed distinct ways that practitioners are (1) provoked to en-
gage in a material encounter, a reciprocal relationship where “the
material is the target of and partner in a process which is enabled
by this crafter-tool dynamic” [27], and (2) how the information
the material communicates back to the practitioner is used to seed
future creative inquiry.

5.1 Provoking Material Encounters
Interaction design has been conceptualized as a bricolage prac-
tice, differing from a reflective conversation with materials by in-
stead constituting a non-hierarchical “in situ structuring of events
through material assemblage and modification” [44]. In our con-
textual inquiry, we saw principles of bricolage in how our infor-
mants constructed their environments to allow for new connections
(Seneca’s glaze key wall), provide access to creative directions to
students (Ruth’s storefront-teaching studio), and influence material
expressions (Leila positioning a studio next to nature).

Externalize non-visual dimensions to diversify bricolage
practice. While wemight arrange the physical materials, tools, and
artifacts in the bricoleur’s space, this practice is tied to the sensory
abilities of the body, which biases the type of associations formed to
visual material dimensions. Instead, elevating the saliency of haptic
and conceptual material dimensions can enhance the benefits of
bricolage. For instance, how might the ways glazes are applied be
brought to the same level as the physical properties of glazes? We
encountered ceramicists referring to conceptual applications ("I
brushed the glaze on") that carried significant tacit information
("brushed thick") difficult to represent as words or diagrams. In this
situation, creating records like video collages of brushing motions
playing in the ambient background can help diversify the type
of perceptual feedback and creative dimensions available to the
bricoleur.

Create utility from failure spaces to encourage surrendip-
ity. Within the glazy.org community, the ability to chart and sys-
tematically explore chemical variations of a glaze recipe altered the
criteria for success and failure of a piece. Every experiment had
value, serving to annotate a point in the Stull chart (Figure 6 B)
and better understand how different chemical compositions affect
the expression of a glaze. On the other hand, this two-dimensional
space provided sites for serendipity, asking ceramicists to explore
undesirable spaces where the glaze might become matte, craze,
crystallize, under-fire, or under specific conditions achieve a bright,
high-gloss finish. We argue situations of serendipity elicit an “am-
biguity of relationship”, creating a situation where the ceramicist
can apply a “deep personal projection of imagination and values
onto a design” [12] so as to consider how these undesirable effects.
Interaction design may benefit from purposefully building utility
from failure spaces such that a practitioner is trained to examine
and recast ambiguity; in the case of 3D printing, failed prints could
be decomposed into useful scraps or used to mark the extrusion pa-
rameter space – in clay 3D printing, we already encounter “failure”
conditions like over-extrusion being used as a decorative element
in 3D-printed ceramics.

5.2 Charting Material Knowledge
Standardize annotations to provide waypoints. Several in-

formants credited their understanding of different material rela-
tionships to the ways Big-C ceramicists represent their creative
explorations. Like most material practices, the space of material
dimensions was too large to consider – these representations served
as lenses into a particular person’s style. We see value in standard-
izing the visual representations of form and process to support
plural material practices to co-exist. For instance, a standardized
representation specific to glaze application dimensions can reduce
frictions in exploring exposed dimensions (e.g., a ceramicist that
only has applied single coats sees “number of coats” as a formal
dimension), breaking out of prescribed dimensions (e.g., the stan-
dardized representation does not acknowledge applying glaze to
large geometric holes), or mixing wayfaring dimensions (e.g., ap-
plying a different glaze chemical composition between layers). For
biomaterial practices where the visibility of dimensions is similarly
limited by observability, these standardized forms can provide a
smaller space of actions to encourage exploration (e.g., the type
of growth medium for mycelium: agar, sugar, oats, organic mate-
rial) or to understand where one is within their personal creative
development.

Patinate material dimensions to create value. Part of the
richness of glazes was the lack of control across every dimension
of the material. Ceramicists embraced this lack of precise control
and the fundamentally unique results they would receive after each
glaze firing. Within Raku glazing (e.g., Edison’s mugs - Figure 3 B),
combustible materials like banana peels are used to source colorant
chemicals (e.g., potassium) to color ceramic pieces - this practice is
used to more saliently capture the trace effects of environmental
actors and create a sense of terroir, grounding the pieces in the
environments in which they were produced. For digital materials
composed by a designer, this suggests an opportunity to release
control of the material, allowing probabilistic and environmental
elements to influence the outcome of a design. As has been en-
countered in material practices with leather [28, 43], concrete [16],
and data modeling [38], these patinations serve as mechanisms for
materials to communicate affordances and impart value through
the uniqueness of the expressed form.

5.3 Synthesizing Material Information
Obscure and dramatize process to create wonder. While all

ceramicists had significant experience working with glazes, they all
openly acknowledged that there are some external variables that
can never be controlled, likening this relationship to “an ordered
chaos” (Ruth). Both Edison, through a sensor retrofitted kiln, and
Jackson, through systematic experimentation, had developed work-
flows to further remove these improbabilities, but both describe
their passion for ceramics from the unexpected turns that have a
proclivity to occur. As motivated by Devendorf et al. [7], supporting
sites for serendipity to occur can support a morphogenetic method
of making – documenting or improving the visibility of these mate-
rial relationships would erode this important activity. Glaze epochs
suggest purposefully creating sites for mystery and surprise by
obscuring or dramatizing the process can drive the interpretation
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of these incidents as happy accidents (e.g., mystery glaze buckets,
the inability to observe a glaze being fired).

Force moments for projection to seed creative inquiry. For
other physical or digital materials, creating unexpected outcomes
is already a reality; however, the challenge instead entails how to
improve a user’s proclivity to attend to these ambiguous relationships.
The glaze epochs observed suggest that economies of material (e.g.,
the amount of excess glaze leftover or the cost of raw materials)
and economies of time (e.g., the effort needed to remove a failed
glaze piece from a fused shelf) helped to create conditions for
pause.When consideringweaving practices where fiber is abundant,
creating artificial scarcity of yarn (e.g., by adding resistance to an
overused spool or limiting the number of times a warp pattern can
be used) can create moments for reflection, especially as means to
consider alternative material dimensions.

Use wearable and tangible user interface to document and
share process. Like many other material practices, the ceramics
environment makes it difficult for practitioners to document their
process. We encountered that many sensemaking activities benefit
from this lack of documentation. However, for many of our pro-C
informants, their knowledge of glaze interactions limited a student’s
access to this information to the moments they were available in
the studio. Wearable technologies have been proposed as a solution
for bringing technologies into “harsh environments” in outdoor
field studies [29] that could serve ceramic and other material studio
spaces. In shared spaces such as studios, allowing multiple users to
build information collaboratively is important both as a learning
technology and as a means of improving the replicability of the
creative process. One opportunity lies in using passive sensing
technologies like RFID, magnetic labeling, or NFC tags to associate
the variety of existing physical records created in the environment
to become embedded with metadata describing different artifacts.
For example, these passive markers would allow a practitioner
to associate paper sketches, recipe cards, or the glaze containers
themselves with each other and allow other makers to access this
information in a shared environment.

Support associative tagging to build creative connections.
While glazes have natural dimensions that support hierarchical
or principled organization, retrieving information from recording
systems used by expert ceramicists relied heavily on associative
cues. For instance, Seneca used a composition notebook to record
different glaze design decisions; these notebooks were used to track
creative thought but were rarely used as a reference to use in later
work. Instead, the studio "naturally" maintained the organization
of the records through natural hierarchy like throwing away bad
batches and their associated recipes (Ruth), having popular glazes
percolate to visibility from recency of use or customer sales (Ruth),
marking important information on the cover of her composition
netbooks (Seneca) or through elevating tried-and-true recipes to
have their dedicated 5-gallon containers in the studio classroom
(Paul). This suggests that material knowledge repositories could
benefit from having different qualities of permanence in records
and reduce the friction required to demote or promote records into
more formal representations. The differences in the organization of
material records were heavily predicated on whether others would

use them. This indicates an opportunity to organize personal data
records, not by properties or features of the records themselves, but
instead through associative cues that mark associations between
artifacts (e.g., shared firings, shared creative inquiry) that better
match the ways that the original maker associates information.

5.4 Limitations
Informants in our contextual inquiry were skewed towards prac-
titioners that mix their own glazes; Seneca remained the only in-
formant that used commercial glazes. Her feedback gave us an
indication of how expert amateurs [20], or practitioners that do not
engage professionally with a practice but are senior members of the
hobbyist community, have different modes of foraging and resolv-
ing information. Since experts can easily lose sight of what it was to
not know [36], we see value in expanding the scope of our inquiry
to what Nicola Wood describes as the modern journeyman [47].
These journeypeople include those that serve as an intermediary be-
tween the expert and novice, having not completely internalized the
tacit knowledge inherent to material practices. Observing this inter-
mediary stage can help us understand how material relationships
develop throughout a user’s creative development. Conducting a
large part of our site visits virtually placed limitations on what
our informants chose to show us. Since ceramic studios are not
generally private spaces, we found that virtual contextual inquiry
allowed the informant to show us their viewpoint (figuratively and
literally) and understand where they attend to in the wide breadth
of stimuli present in a studio practice. As a tradeoff, many of the
haptic and non-visual sensory qualities of the studio environment
and practice were absent from our analysis. The study was limited
to a one-hour study which influenced our ability to assess how stu-
dios change over time, especially considering the different contexts
that alter creative strategies (e.g., teaching a class of newcomers,
preparing for an exhibition, or after a kiln firing).

6 CONCLUSION
In this paper, we motivated the need for material-centric inter-
action design to consider relationships with materials that occur
over years of practice. We described a rapid ethnography method
used to synthesize a material-centric model of glazing. Through
virtual studio visits of six master ceramicists with a combined 163
years of experience, we leveraged contextual inquiry to understand
the tacit practices involved in making, documenting, and tracking
the behaviors of glazes from kiln firing. We presented our find-
ings through a framework the material relationships encountered
into provocations, wayfaring dimensions, and creative sensmaking
straegies. From this framework, we provide recommendations for
foregrounding material relationships in the design of creativity
support tools.
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